Sage 50 Accounting—Canadian Edition is the best accounting
solution for your Canadian business. Here’s why:
1.

Filing your taxes accurately and ontime is the law—Sage 50 lets you do that
confidently because it comes with federal and
provincial accounting regulations built right in.

9.

2.

You don’t need to be an accounting
expert to use Sage 50—that means you
can tackle accounting in-house and save the
money you would have spent on outsourcing
the job.

10.

3.

Sage 50 puts serious invoicing tools at
your fingertips—so you can stay on top of
exactly which customers owe you what.

4.

Take advantage of volume discounts,
have what you need on hand, cut waste
on items gathering dust—Sage 50
helps you maximize the efficiency of your
inventory system.

5.

A business owner needs to laser in
on what’s selling and who’s buying—
that’s why Sage 50 can provide reports
on your highest profitability items and
customer purchases.

6.

Keeping vendors and suppliers happy and
maintaining a strong credit rating is part
of what your good name is based on—
Sage 50 helps make sure your bills are paid
on-time.

7.

Loyal employees are your most important
asset—Sage 50 and a Sage Business
Care or Payroll plan help keep all the details
associated with paying them in proper order.

8.

The economy is global—that’s why
Sage 50 has the capacity to calculate
exchange rates in multiple currencies
for cross-border transactions.
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Sage 50 is fully bilingual—it only
takes a few simple clicks to switch
between conducting business in either
French and English.
You probably juggle several projects at
once and that’s no problem for Sage 50—
it can track the progress of time and money
spent on multiple projects.

For all these reasons and more, Sage 50 is the
#1 choice of small businesses and accountants
across Canada.1

Discover how easy it can be for your
business to manage costs and
increase eﬃciency.
Call: 800-808-7000
Please mention code C-4605-0001
Click: www.Sage50Accounting.ca/Offer
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Sage 50 Accounting is the best choice for your Canadian Business
Of Canada—Trusted for more than 25 years.
By Canada—Developed right here in Canada.
For Canada—Meeting the unique needs of Canadian businesses.

Sage 50 is your truly Canadian choice. With Sage 50, you’re getting the proudly Canadian component
of a powerhouse global brand.

What does your
business need to do?

First Step

Pro

Premium

Quantum

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔
✔

Up to 2 yrs

Up to 7 yrs

Up to 100 yrs

Up to 100 yrs

✔

✔

✔

93 reports

153 reports

165 reports

✔

✔

✔

Manage inventory

Basic

Advanced

Advanced Plus

Track and report on projects

Basic

Advanced

Advanced Plus

✔

✔

3 Lists

100 Lists

1000 Lists

Two

Unlimited

Unlimited

2-4 users

5-40 users

Get paid and pay bills
Track customer sales and payments
Track vendor purchases and expenses

Be compliant with government & accounting regulations
Calculate GST/HST and PST/QST
File GST/HST online

2

Store multiple years of financial history
Reconcile bank statements to accounting data

Know how your business is doing
Access and customize built-in reports

29 reports

Budget company revenues and expenses

Consolidate financials for multiple companies

Gain flexibility

1 List

Choose a price list
Work with multiple currencies
Allow more than one user at a time

3

Protect and control access to your data
Create and assign role-based security

✔

For complete system requirements, visit: www.Sage50Accounting.ca/requirements
1 Based on independent surveys of 263 Canadian small businesses (conducted 3/2012) and 271 accountants who work with small business clients (conducted 6/2012).
2 Not available in Quebec.
3 Each Sage 50 Premium Accounting 2013 Box includes two named user licenses. Up to four named user licenses can be purchased.
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